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KEY CHALLENGES

Capital Markets are currently undergoing the
greatest disruption since their inception. While

Feedback from our clients regarding their outlook

this fact is widely known, industry players are

for Capital Markets paints a challenging, unstable

just starting to measure the real and potential

and often gloomy future for the next three years.

impacts facing the Financial Services industry.

That said, we first need to identify and understand
the new ecosystem’s key drivers. At CH&Co., we

While proceeding with caution, we also urge our

firmly believe that the new Capital Market Paradigm

clients to keep in mind that opportunities are

will be driven by six components:

accompanied with risk and challenge; to seize

Regulation will be increasingly used by

these opportunities, financial institutions face

government to attract and retain new

key obstacles in order to forge a brighter future.

players in their domestic markets.

We have shortlisted core subjects that must be

Following the Brexit, the election of Donald Trump, or due to

addressed by Institutions such as Cybersecuri-

governments increasingly believing new regulation restricts

ty, Talent Retention, Business Model review, Tar-

their ability to generate profitable growth, the regulatory
tide may begin to recede. If research can be conducted on the

get Operating Model optimization and accurate

relationship between regulation and economic stagnation,

use of Data and Blockchain technology.

governments may consider loosening their grip at both
global and local levels. In fact, location management and a
firm’s ability to build Target Operating Model to leverage
regulatory discrepancies will be key for Capital Markets
Players (CMP).
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One can consider leading the pack or following it, but the

Even with a short break in regulatory

rewards for both strategies will certainly diverge.

pressure, many remaining rules will keep
incentivizing shadow banking.

Capital Market Players, while struggling to

We see growth opportunities for players such as monoline

survive in a challenging environment, will

finance companies, hedge funds, private equity firms,

also endure growing pressure:

FinTechs and other buy-side players, while an increasing
market share of traditional players will be at risk. To compete,

From clients: improving client relationships is more chal-

they will need to further nurture their most profitable clients’

lenging than it has ever been. Backed by new technology,

segments and carry on streamlining their infrastructure.

free-flowing information and growing confidence, clients
will be more demanding and more reluctant to comply
with the status quo. As such, Capital Market participants

Financial institutions will progressively

will need to better understand what clients expect out of

dedicate a larger budget to mitigate

their services and how they want to interact with their firms.

Cyber-attack risks.
Global cyber-attacks could impair global markets, causing

From regulators: beyond compliance, financial institu-

unimaginable critical financial repercussions. According

tions will face two new challenges. First, with the advent

to a study of 65 companies affected by hacks since 2013,

of more restrictive financial regulations and more

security consultants CGI and Oxford Economics found

expensive fines, institutions must ensure a robust and

that two-thirds of the affected firms’ share price were

comprehensive compliance framework. SREP, Stress test

adversely impacted, with financial firms at the top of the

exercises, ICAAP, ILAAP and resolution plans must be

list. In some cases, breaches have wiped off as much as 15%

run consistently. Second, Financial Institutions must

of companies’ valuations. Moreover, cyberbreaches could

adapt to new regulations and carry on making business.

damage the trust between financial institutions and their

How to run repo business with new leverage ratio rules?

clients. In that area, collaboration with FinTechs and key

How to optimize capital allocation between hedge funds

providers like AlienVault, Check Point or Cylance could be

clients in prime brokerage activities? These issues will

key, but strengthening internal human capital in a firm’s

need to be addressed by Capital Market players.

cybersecurity area is also required.
From new competitors: FinTechs and shadow banking
will carry on challenging financial institutions’ positions,

Will banks play the role of IT infrastructure

leveraging regulatory status discrepancies and investors’

provider?

search of yield.

Opinions are polarized on this issue. Some follow bank
CEOs (BBVA, Goldman Sachs) while others agree with

From shareholders: many players will struggle to meet

FinTech leaders like Erik Brieva, Strand’s CEO. CH&Co.

more stringent risk and capital requirements while

does not believe banks cannot be software providers, while

maintaining acceptable levels of profitability in a period

lagging in required levels of innovation, disruption and

of pervasively low interest rates, and adhering to complex

agility. The real issue, underlined by Ben Bernanke (Chair

regulations they had not been subjected to before.

of the Federal Reserve until 2014) and Rodrigo Gonzalez
Rodriguez (CEO, BBVA), is banks’ ability to cooperate with

To meet new requirements and constraints, financial

FinTech. Will banks abandon front end to FinTech, and try

institutions should consider alliances with FinTechs.

to leverage their infrastructure and client database? Or will

Of course, even after identifying the perfect FinTech

they try to implement ambitious strategies to enhance UX

with the right technology, integration is always a chal-

and serve more profitable market segments? The answers
to those questions will be broad given the player’s status

lenge. Success should be built on innovative method-

(International Institution, local bank, universal corporation

ologies (lean start up, …), internal resources and deep

or specialized firm) and its propensity to innovate.

preliminary analysis to scope transformation.
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Below are examples of key FinTechs for
Capital Markets.

Front
Office

Middle
Office

Back
Office

Exchange Trading Platform

Portfolio Management

Hedge Fund Tech

IEX is the first US equity trading venue
owned exclusively by buy-side investors

Opera Solution provides investment
recommendations and uses machine
learning to watch portfolio

Clearpool Group develops electronic trading
software that supports hedge funds

Artivest matches suitable investors with
investment opportunities in top-quality
private equity and hedge funds

Cloud-based investment management
platform for institutional, retail, and private
wealth managers

Quantopian platform provides data,
research and free backtesting capabilities

Alternative Data

Business Intelligence

Market Data Platform

StockViews connects professional investors
with independent analysts to guarantee
transparent investment recommendations

Addepar provides software to unify
investment management and aggregates
clients’ investment portfolios.

AlphaSense launched an intelligent search,
using a blend of artificial intelligence (AI),
plus linguistic search and natural language
processing algorithm

Isentium is a Big Data solutions provider
that uses linguistics-based analytics to quantify and transform social media content into
powerful sentiment indicators

Betterment is the largest independent online
financial advisor with more than $9 billion
in assets under management.

Xignite provides cloud-based financial
market data distribution solutions to fintech
companies and financial services providers

AML/KYC

Chatbot/Robot

Risk and compliance

Fenergo’s software solutions enable finanical
institutions to streamline the end-to-end
Client Lifecycle Management processes

Personetics Technologies offers a predictive
interaction solution for financial institutions
to deliver personalized CRM

Fortia offers solutions for Risk and
Compliance issues that aim to identify,
assess and limit exposure to those risks

Compliance

Clearance & Settlement-Blockchain

Monitoring

Droit provides clients with enterprise
infrastructure facilitating compliant and
optimal trading of financial instruments
across all asset classes

Digital Asset builds distributed, encrypted
straight through processing tools

Bigstream is a data analytics platform
using machine learning to investigate user
behaviour to identify malpractice
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Fintank.net
Your FinTech Database
THE INNOVATIONS THAT MATTER
Our comprehensive database of company profiles covers a full
range of financial services solutions from FinTech start-ups to large
corporations. Each case study contains a thorough overview of
the company’s solution, business plan and strategy. We also know
that implementation is key and we strive to provide a repository
that will help inspire the development of disruptive innovations
by sharing insights on breakthrough ideas blossoming all over the
world, including best practices and recent trends.

FinTech Directory
Want to invest in FinTechs? Fintank is the place to get an international list of start-ups in the Financial Services industry.

CH&Co. Lab
The CH&Co. Lab is an incubator that develops prototypes based
on our best ideas and convictions. We develop solutions and share
them with our clients, such as Highway-to-Mail.

Innovation Booster
CH&Co.’s methodology around crystalizing energies in corporate
organization to foster innovation – inspired by start-ups’ approaches
and business practices.

FINTANK MULTISEARCH APP
Available on
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